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Abstract
Urban
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applying

ecosophical

approaches

challenge

homogeneity by creating diverse acoustic ecologies, where acoustic ecologies are
understood as the subjective experiences of listeners immersed in variable sound
environments. In environmental ecology homogeneity threatens diversity through the
spread of destructive agents (weeds, feral animals, aircraft noise); similarly,
homogenising agents in urban soundscapes (mediatisation, motorised traffic and
ventilation systems) threaten the diversity of social ecologies and mental ecologies.
This

paper
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by

two

creating

public

soundscape

multiplicities

of

installations
acoustic

that

ecologies

challenge
through

transformations of everyday sounds for the diversification of social ecologies and
mental ecologies.
From Lo-fi–Hi-fi to Homogeneity-Diversity
Ecosophical design of urban acoustic ecologies departs from dichotomous
methodologies that determine the aesthetic value of soundscapes based on signal-tonoise ratios. This approach was developed by the World Soundscape Project (WSP)
and championed by Schafer and Truax, both of whom characterised the natural (and
its equivalent characterisation in good sound design) as hi-fi in so far as sound objects
could be differentiated and appreciated through active listening, and the modern urban
as a lo-fi fog of indeterminate sounds in which listeners become alienated:
1

In this paper soundscape is understood as art in the form of musical interventions, and is also used as
a general term in relation to the sound environments of natural and built landscapes. Acoustic ecologies
are understood as the relationships between a milieu of sound objects and subjective listener
experiences; the term may also refer to specific sound environments (for example a laneway, a square,
a glade or a mountainside).
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(A hi-fi) environment is, by definition, balanced and well
"designed", whether the design is intentional or the result of
natural causes. The lo-fi environment, in contrast, seems to
encourage feelings of being cut off or separated from the
environment. The person's attention is directed inward, and
interaction with others is discouraged by the effort to "break
through" that is required. Feelings of alienation and isolation
can be the result. (Truax 2001: 23)

This first iteration of acoustic ecology, which emerged in the early 1970s, feeds into
the general environmentalist critique of society that nature (including human nature)
requires protection from the excesses of modern civilisation. Guatarri warns against
such anti-urban sentiments by suggesting experts should not control the ecological
debate. Instead, Guattari offers a definition of ecology that is inclusive of all spaces environmental, societal and subjective (mental):
"Ecology must stop being associated with the image of a small
nature-loving minority or with qualified specialists. Ecology
in my sense questions the whole of subjectivity” (Guattari
2008: 35).

Subjectivity, in the context of the practice discussed in this paper, refers to creative
emergences in space. Creative emergences may be (though not exclusively)
emotional, experiential, material, social, imaginative. Subjectivity is diverse where
multiplicities of subjectivities emerge, and is homogenous when subjectivity exists as
captured form (such as an acoustic ecology where a singular sound type dominates).
Countering the “Fall into the Similar”
Guattari’s ecosophy applied to acoustic ecology presents a radical shift from
traditional notions of acoustic ecology, which encourages a dualist analysis separating
the natural from the urban. Instead Guattari’s ecosophy allows a transversal
conception in which micro-acoustic ecologies form a nexus across all spaces –
natural, urban and rural – which are analysed on the basis of their diversity, both
within each acoustic ecology (intra-milieu) and between acoustic ecologies (inter2

milieu). Diversity becomes the key point of activism for the soundscape practitioner,
who rather than seeking to identify the lo-fi and recreate the hi-fi, instead seeks
homogeneity and its diversification, or to appropriate Michel Serres’ (1980)
description of homogeneity, to counter the “fall into the similar” (122).
Ecosophical Traces in Traditional Acoustic Ecology Approaches
Ecosophy encourages the soundscape practitioner to consider the impact of sounds
upon society and the imagination. This, to some extent, has already been achieved by
traditional acoustic ecology approaches. For example Truax describes at length the
alienated listener, in which the erosion of social relations is attributed to the
withdrawal of individuals from dehumanised (lo-fi) soundscapes:

The person's attention is directed inward, and interaction with
others is discouraged by the effort to "break through" that is
required. Feelings of alienation and isolation can be the result.
(Truax 2001: 23)

Similarly, the many soundscape compositions produced by soundscape practitioners
afford diverse phenomenological interpretations allowing for reconceptualizations of
familiar spaces. For example Hildegard Westerkamp’s A Walk in the City (1981)
encourages reimaginings of city sounds, and Barry Truax’s Basilica (1992) reinvents
perceptions of the durations and harmonics of church bells.
Two soundscape activists, Gordon Hempton and Bernie Krause, present themselves
as anti-urban in so far as they apotheosise the natural and defame the urban, their
work exclusively concerned with banishing human-made sound from natural
soundscapes. Here, a separation between the urban and the natural (or human culture
and the environment) seems exaggerated. However, an analysis of their work
demonstrates an intention to ensure subjective listening experiences through
immersion in a diversity of natural acoustic ecologies, as such there is an ecosophical
dimension apparent even in Hempton and Krause’s acoustic ecology activism.
Hempton writes:
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“A whole-valley listening experience is the result of place, not
an individual performer. I can feel the importance of the living
community, how one thing is not more important than the
other” (Hempton & Grossman 2009: 27).

And Krause:
“What our ancestors knew and what successfully guides many
forest inhabitants today is the knowledge that every zone in
any given environment, where the natural habitat is still
completely intact, has its own unique voice” (Krause 1993: 2).

Both of these passages provide a sense of the subjective in the natural, a subjective
that speaks to the subjective mental space of the listener. What Hempton and Krause
ignore, however, is that diversification is as pertinent in the urban as it is in the
natural: the urban should not be defamed simply because it does not sound like the
natural.
The a-Signifying Rupture
Guattari states that “at the heart of all ecological praxes there is an a-signifying
rupture, in which the catalysts of existential change are close at hand” (Guattari 2008:
30). If the urban is considered a system of signs in which subjectivity is dependant on
perceptions afforded by signifiers, then soundscape practitioners can create ruptures
in space by altering sound objects which are identified as the controlling signifiers of
the everyday. For example air-conditioning sounds dominate most laneways in the
City of Melbourne2. These laneways contain the potential for quiet retreat and/or
spaces of sonic diversity. Yet with rare exception the homogenised drone of airconditioning units dominate the acoustic ecologies of Melbourne’s laneways, which
mask alternative sonic emergences; for instance, the adjoining sonic milieux of
restaurant kitchens, tenancies, work places and cafes. The ubiquity of air-conditioning
drones signifies the omni-presence of socio-bureaucratic3 complexes. Buildings are
climate-controlled for the comfort of office workers and consumers, which analysed
2

For further discussion see: http://tinyurl.com/cgsdrzd
Socio-bureaucratic is intended here is a neologism, and refers to the convolution of the social
organisation of the everyday and the bureaucratic networks that have emerged from the organisation of
the social, which in turn, ensures the spatial and temporal fixity of social space.
3
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ecosophically suggests the capturing of the subjective reducing potentially diverse
human relations to the functional. The challenge for the soundscape practitioner is to
diversify these sonic spaces for the emergence of diverse social relations and
subjectivities through ruptures within the system of signs.
Ecosophical Activism
The ecosophical approach presented in this paper goes beyond traditional acoustic
ecology methods by eschewing the maligning of the urban and its idealised
representation as soundscape compositions in the concert hall, in favour of the
transformation of existent acoustic ecologies from homogenous to diverse forms.
Ecosophically, acoustic ecology activism for diversity transverses all spaces and
ecological registers, where diverse ecologies are recognised as the realisation of an
abundance of subjectivities, and homogenise ecologies as replicating captured
subjectivities that consume all available space leaving virtual subjectivities
unrealised. In this sense an old-growth forest clear-felled for the establishment of a
pine forest is no different to a city of diverse subcultures replaced with the singular
subjective expression of socio-bureaucratic complexes (see fig 1).

As Guattari

explains, ecosophy is concerned with the whole of subjectivity.

Fig 1: These images act as metonymy for diversity and homogeneity in the three ecological registers.
The old growth forest realises multiplicities of subjectivities; the pine-forest is a replicating captured
subjectivity.

Furthermore, a diversity of social relations and mental ecologies in urban spaces is
more likely to lead to an appreciation and awareness of the need for diversity on a
global scale; the capturing of subjectivities into a functional form is incommensurate
with the preservation of diverse natural spaces. When social relations and
subjectivities are reduced to their immediate functional value the same fate is likely
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for nature; consequently it is proposed in this paper that the diversification of one
register leads to a diversification of all three registers.
Site-Specific Works: Ecosophical Transformations of Homogenised Acoustic
Ecologies
In my own practice I seek the sounds of the everyday. Sounds, paradoxically, both
ubiquitous and hidden. Hidden as the sounds are repressed, ignored or forgotten due
to their constant, unerring presence. Everyday sounds are the signifiers which ensure
the city-dwellers somnambulistic countenance, due to a retreat from everyday sounds’
constant presence and the reminder of the power complexes they signify. The
installations discussed here seek subjective ruptures of homogenous space through the
repatterning of two familiar sound types. The first is air-conditioning sounds,
signifying the omni-presence of office and consumer spaces, the two central activities
of the urban dweller. The second is the “hammering of footsteps at rush hour (where)
pedestrian streets present a sonic homogeneity” (Ayogard & Torgue 2005: 76),
another signifier of the socio-bureaucratic complex to which the urban dweller is
subject.
Repatterning Urban Soundscapes
The installation Revoicing the Striated Soundscape 4 utilised the methodology of
repatterning the soundscape. The term itself is a reworking of a design approach by
Murray Schafer in which he suggests “the basis of all soundscape design ought to be
to develop the artful patterning of what is already there” (Schafer 1993: 103). Artful
patterning is misleading as it suggests an absence of pattern, as such in my own
practice I apply the term repatterning. Repattering is an iterative process that analyses
existent patterns of acoustic ecologies and then applies processes that affect
continuous repatternings of space. The pattern of sounds in the acoustic ecology of
the chosen laneway, like many of Melbourne’s laneways, is dominated by the power
complexes of socio-bureaucratic organisation, as signified by the homogenous drones
of air-conditioning sounds. The repatternings of the laneway sounds are considered an
ecosophical act in so far as continuously changing patterns emerge in a space where a
homogenise pattern is typically dominant.
4

For further discussion on the use of the terms revoicing and striated see: see Lacey (2011) and Lacey
& Harvey (2011).
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Methodology for Revoicing the Striated Soundscape
Four speakers were hidden inside otherwise empty air-conditioning units, adhered to
adjacent walls and networked through a computer system concealed behind a nearby
doorway (see fig 2). Several soundscape compositions were created using WasP5, a
program designed in Max/MSP, which provided stochastic and spatialisation
information to the compositions during playback.

Figure 2: The site of the installation Revoicing the Striated Soundscape. Each
of the four readymade air-conditioners houses a speaker. The four speakers are
networked to a computer system concealed behind a door at the bottom right of
the picture.

The compositions continuously repatterned space as contrasting inter-milieux
(compositions playing in random order) and intra-milieux (internal alterations of
repeated compositions by stochastic programming). Installation sounds merged,
convolved and juxtaposed with surrounding city-sounds, immersing the listener in
constant reinterpretations of the familiar. The experience was further enhanced by
multi-speaker spatialisation which in affect generated a sonic enclosure for immersive
listening. Field recordings with examples of the eight-soundscape compositions can
be found at this site: https://soundcloud.com/jordanlacey/sets/repatterning-sonicspace.

5

For further discussion on WasP see: http://alturl.com/7uq6e
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Anecdotal Evidence of Diversification of Social and Mental Ecologies
Anecdotal evidence collected during on-site conversations suggested a rupture in
homogenous space and the emergence of subjectivities for the temporary
diversification of social and mental ecologies. A number of individuals commented
that they visited the site frequently either transitioning to and from work, or visiting
during their lunch breaks to experience the juxtaposition between the everyday
soundscape and the repatternings afforded by the compositions. The reworking of
everyday sounds led to a strange sense of familiarity for some. Groups of people
could be observed gathering in the space to sit, socialise and listen. Members of one
of the groups were staff from an adjoining bar, and another group were students from
a nearby university. In conversation it became apparent they were there to experience
the sounds and revisited the installation due to the different listening experiences the
space afforded them with each visit. Additionally the spatialisation of sounds caused a
sense of immersion in which the listeners felt enclosed in a kind of place of retreat. It
was interesting to hear the various perceptions of the source of the sounds, from an
underground train tunnel, to nearby helicopters, extra loud air-conditioners, and some
who simply gave up guessing and just enjoyed the sounds for what they were. There
were a few who found the installation sounds disturbing; the transformation of
everyday sounds, particularly the emergence of unidentifiable voices, was eerie for
some listeners, particularly considering the relative isolation of the installation site
from busy thoroughfares. Another explanation for this could be the low-frequency
installation sounds convolving with the already low-frequency sonic components of
the existent air-conditioning sounds; as explained by Steve Goodman (2010), “lowfrequency infrasonic tones are said to be especially effective in the arousal of fear or
anxiety and ‘bad vibes’” (66).
Creating Intimate Soundscapes
The installation Intimate Footsteps considers the everyday sound of footsteps; a
homogenise sound source that fills city streets during rush hours. The sound of rushhour footsteps signifies socio-bureaucratic organisation (entering office and consumer
spaces with daily regularity) and a sonic impersonality characterising an erosion of
social relations. It is the transformation of the impersonal nature of footsteps into
intimate soundscapes that is the focus of this installation by creating a space in which
imaginary strangers take interest in the listener, who becomes surrounded by sounds
8

of affection and curiosity. The installation had a trial run in an internal environment in
which the convolution of installation footsteps and real footsteps successfully created
an acoustic ecology of ambiguous listening experiences, while the sounds of kissing,
hugging and whispered voices created a sense of intimacy; however, for full affect the
intention is to install the work in an outdoor public space.
Methodology for Intimate Footsteps
The listener is encouraged to sit in a chair that sits suspiciously in the middle of
transitory space (see fig 3). Sitting on the chair triggers two sets of footsteps which
urgently approach the listener from either side of the chair. Once reaching the listener
the sounds of kissing, moaning and fidgeting can be heard along with a narrative of
disjointed and curious words.
Listeners are immersed in the middle of intimate space, which is controlled by their
own gestural interaction with the chair. The installation was realised by a Max/MSP
patch connected to interactive sensors embedded in the chair. A total of twenty
speakers made use of distance-based amplitude panning (dbap) in IRCAM’s spat
object, which afforded a convincing sense of footsteps approaching from a distance of
approximately 15 meters either side of the listener.
The ecosophical implication for the installation is the diversification of mental space,
where the familiar sounds of footsteps become personal and playful. Attention is
instantly shifted to the presence of real footsteps, creating a similar effect to
Revoicing the Striated Soundscape in which the source of installation sounds and real
world sounds becomes ambiguous thus encouraging subjective listening experiences.
Also similarly to the previous installation intimate footsteps repatterns familiar
everyday sounds into new listening experiences for imaginative engagement with
sonic spaces leading to the diversification of social and mental ecologies. The
installation will be installed in acoustic ecologies homogenised by the impersonal
footsteps of rush hour for diversification by the emergence of footsteps of intimate
intent.
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Fig 3: The set-up of the installation intimate footsteps. As the
listener sits on the chair two sets of footsteps are activated that
approach the listener from either side. Upon arrival voices,
moans and kisses emerge from the upper quad of speakers
through gestural interaction with the arms of the chair.

Conclusion
Ecosophical approaches to acoustic ecology do not intend to defend the natural at the
expense of the urban, but rather perceives acoustic ecologies as a patchwork of sonic
environments that transverse all landscapes, both built and natural, in which the fall
into the similar is challenged through interventions for the emergence of diversity.
The two installations discussed in this paper identify everyday sounds and repattern
them through electroacoustic interventions, which are ecosophical acts for the
diversification of environmental ecologies, the ecologies of social relations and the
ecologies of mind. The consequent iteration emerging from the realisation of these
projects is the intended diffusion of a network of soundscape installations throughout
the city for the emergence of diversity through additions and transformations of
milieux of sound objects, and as a-signifying ruptures for the emergence of
subjectivities within city dwellers that encounter these altered acoustic ecologies.
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